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Abstract
Wireless systems contain transmitters and receivers in order to exchange information. In the past decades, this exchange
of information was conducted with the use of only one modulated carrier (frequency). As wireless technology evolved,
new techniques emerged. One of them was unique for its capability of significant lower data loss compared to others.
The main concept of the new technique, commonly known as Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, was the
utilization of various orthogonal carriers (frequencies), which were multiplexed with each other in order to prevent
system breakdown in the case of frequency fading. In this paper we simulated our enhanced OFDM platform based on
Turbo Coding (TC) in the presence of a noisy channel (AWGN, Phase noise, Rician noise, ITU PA3) exhibiting
excellent BER performance.
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1. Introduction
Noisy environments cause many problems in a system’s
performance. The first obvious problem is lower data
speeds, and one of the most severe problems is frequency
fading followed by the total system failure (no data
exchange between systems). A smart way of confronting
overwhelming noise results is to insert a coding architecture
system-in-system under test. One coding technique which is
the most promising one, compared to others, is turbo coding
(TC). TC is based on a similar transmitting idea like OFDM.
Instead of transmitting one stream of codes, the system
transmits several streams like OFDM where the system
produces various carriers instead of producing only one
carrier. In addition to OFDM and turbo coding, an iterative
turbo decoder (inside receiver) can literally lift off system’s
performance. This decoder reevaluates decoded data several
times which their number (iterations) are adjusted by the
system designer. More iterations conclude to better
performance with the drawback of decoding latency. So, the
designer must find for every system the best acceptable
performance with the fewer possible decoding iterations.
An OFDM system found in many standards [1] is
consisted of several stages in order to accomplish the
production of various subcarriers (frequencies). Initially, the
system drives the information stream through an encoder,
then through a modulator and finally is conducted the
production of various frequencies (subcarriers) with the help
of serial to parallel conversion and IFFT. Also, guard band
techniques can be implemented in the system such as zero
padding (ZP) and cyclic prefix (CP) [2].
Our platform contained an OFDM transmitter-receiver
which utilized both guard band techniques of ZP and CP at
the same time. Our unique coding technique [3] were used
on the platform as the means to produce Parallel
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concatenated convolutional codes. At the receiver’s part, all
the reverse procedures were applied along with our turbo
decoding technique [3] being capable of conducting
excellent iterative decoding. The channel between
transmitter and receiver included AWGN noise, AWGN
with phase noise or AWGN with phase noise, Rician fading
and ITU PA3 specifications [4]. The idea behind the
utilization of these noise types were the fact of taking into
consideration the components’ imperfections (e.g.
amplifier’s non-linearity) and the fact that the signal may be
consisted of two types of components such as LOS (line of
sight) and NLOS (No line of sight).
This paper contains five sections. The second section is
the overview of our simulated system along with a brief
presentation of our already developed (in simulation level)
turbo codes. The third section describes channel’s noise
characteristics while the fourth section contains simulation
settings and results. The fifth section concludes this paper.
2. Overview of simulated system
The simulated system (Fig. 1) included a transmitter and a
receiver which were connected through a very noisy
channel. Both the transmitter‘s and receiver’s architecture
were based on the OFDM concept. Multiple orthogonal
frequencies were produced with additional guard band
techniques such as Zero padding and Cyclic Prefix in order
the intersymbol-interference to be eliminated. Then the
multiplexed signal passed through the channel with the final
destination to be the receiver. At a glance, the OFDM
system was designed with the capability to produce
thousands of orthogonal frequencies with the minimum
interference amongst them [5].
Our already developed coding system [3,6] included the
production of parallel turbo codes and a very reliable
iterative decoding procedure which were implemented in the
transmitter and receiver respectively. Transmitter included
the encoder where three convolutional encoders were joined
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in parallel as shown in Fig. 2. Their different encoded
streams were concatenated for the production of the final
Turbo code. In the receiver the Turbo code was split in its
initial coded streams and then these streams where driven to
the iterative decoding stage. There, the original data was
extracted through an iterative function. This function used
for recalculating the final stream by conducting several
times the decoding procedure with the use of APP (A
Posteriori Probability) decoders and a loop section (Fig. 3).

3. Channel’s characteristics
The channel model in the scenario of Turbo Coded OFDM
transmission, included noise types such as Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN), Phase Noise, Rician noise and
ITU Pedestrian-A.
The AWGN channel referred to a noise which was added
in the signal and based in the equation (1). The noise had a
flat power spectral density (White noise) and its amplitudes
were distributed in Gaussian manner [7].
(1)

y(t) = x(t) + n(t) 0 ≤ t ≤ T

Where y(t) is the final signal, x(t) is the transmitted signal
without noise, n(t) is the added noise with power spectral
density if Νο/2 (W/Hz) and T is the duration of the
transmitted symbol.
Phase noise was included in the simulated Channel’s
noise diversity for the purpose of including random
frequency fluctuations as a means for taking into account
hardware impairments (e.g. frequency displacements of
carrier’s frequency) [8]. Phase noise can be calculated by
the equation (2).

SC (f) =

PS

(2)

PSSB

Where PS is the carrier’s power and PSSB is the power of a
frequency offset with a bandwidth of 1 Hz.

Fig. 1 Overview of the simulated system

After a signal is transmitted can probably follow
different paths towards its destination and can be partially
absorbed, scattered, reflected and diffracted depending on
the type of channel inside which a system operates. For the
purpose of including in our scenario multipatch effects with
the line-of-sight (LOS) path to be dominant, Ricean
distribution was taken into account for the simulated fading.
In this case as it has already mentioned in different words
before, the highest percentage of the signal’s energy is
transmitted through the LOS path. The Ricean-Rice
amplitude distribution [9] can be expressed with equation
(3).

⎛a
⎞
⎛ a 2 + ρ 2 ⎞ ⎛ aρ ⎞
exp
Ι Ο ⎜ 2 ⎟ for a ≥ 0 ⎟
⎜ 2
⎜
⎟
2
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⎟
⎜
⎟
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a
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⎝
⎠
Fig. 2 Turbo encoder

(3)

Where ρ2 is the received power of non-fading components,
IO is the modified Bessel function (of the 1st kind) and 2σ2 is
the power of non-line-of-sight components.
The inclusion of AWGN, phase noise and Ricean fading
in the Channel’s impairments give a more realistic working
aspect of a system under real conditions. But if a
telecommunication system is included in a mobile unit then
we must further include in our calculations the times that a
channel changes per second. One simple situation could be a
pedestrian moving with 3 Km/h with a maximum Doppler
spread (channel alteration) of 5.55 Hz which declares that
the channel changes 5.55 times a second for a working
frequency of 2 Ghz. The Tab.1 presents the utilized profile
of a Pedestrian’s channel (ITU PA3) included in our noise
calculations [10].
Table 1. ITU PA3
Relative Delay (ns)
Relative Power (dB)

Fig. 3 Turbo decoder
14

0
0.0

110
-9.7

190
-19.2

410
-22.8
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4. Simulations and results
The simulations (as mentioned before) included four major
types of noises for the purpose of investigating the operating
capabilities of our TC-OFDM platform [11] which
previously had been checked for other impairments such as
high PAPR [12,13]. The simulated platform produced 2048
subcarriers in the IFFT output. The coding scheme of the
platform included our Turbo Codes [3] with an overall code
rate of 1/4. The Turbo codes were consisted of concatenated
codes. These codes where produced from convolutional
encoders with generator polynomials of 78 and 58 (octal)
and with a feedback loop of 7. The block size was equal to
512 (best performance compared to other block sizes). The
decoder section included APP decoders working with logMAP algorithm shown in equation (4). The decoding
procedure conducted with a maximum utilized number of
three iterations.
*

VMAX max (X,Y)= max(X,Y)+log(1+ e

- Y-X

)

Fig. 4 AWGN with Phase noise

(4)

The simulated platform is shown in Fig. 1. The primary
data of 1’s and 0’s was randomly generated with a
probability of 50%. The produced stream was encoded,
modulated (QPSK), transformed from serial to parallel form
along with the appliance of Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
(IFFT), and then Zero padding and Cyclic Prefix stages
generated the final OFDM stream (which was reinforced
with guard band techniques). The OFDM stream passed
through the noisy channel and reached the receiver. In the
receiver the inverse techniques applied in order to acquire
the original coded stream of information which in turn was
decoded in the iterative section inside the simulation stage
named as DECODER. The calculation of BER was
conducted after this stage.
It must be mentioned that a perfect synchronization was
assumed between transmitter and receiver by having already
implemented all the resultant delays in the calculations.
Moreover, perfect angle estimation was conducted relevant
to multipath fading. This function was executed by
analyzing the complex signal (to amplitude and angle)
before entering the channel and in the exit reconstructing the
signal by using the original extracted angle information
(before the channel). The added phase noise levels were
equal to -50dBc/Hz at a frequency offset of 100 Hz. The
total added noise quantity (AWGN) to the OFDM signal was
calculated as in [11]. The Ricean fading was simulated with
K-factors equal to 1 and 2 because they represented the
worst case scenario in the literature [14].
The figs 4-7 present the BER performance of the system
with or without the addition of Phase Noise. The best results
(lowest BER) can be obtained when the system works inside
a channel with AWGN and Phase Noise. This is shown
clearly in Fig. 7 where all kinds of noise simulations are
compared. Notably the system inside an environment with
Ricean fading (based on ITU PA3) needs additional 8 dB in
order to obtain the same performance (BER=10-4) as when it
operates inside an AWGN Channel.
The figs 5-6 show the system’s performance inside a
channel with Ricean fading (K=1 or K=2). The system needs
at least 6 dΒ of signal to noise ratio per bit (Eb/No) for
exhibiting only 1 received error out of 1000 transmitted bits.
The aforementioned performance is very satisfactory in the
case of this system which didn’t include channel estimation.

Fig. 5 Rician fading (ITU PA3) with K=1, AWGN and Phase Noise

Fig. 6 Rician fading (ITU PA3) with K=2, AWGN and Phase Noise

Fig. 7 All kinds of noise simulations
15
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